Minor Trade Waste customer listing schedule

All businesses or institutions that are classified as Minor Trade Waste must comply with the conditions contained in the default Trade Waste Consent (Appendix A). Customers defined as Minor Trade Waste are considered to have entered into a default Trade Waste Consent with South East Water.

South East Water may add or remove businesses or institutions from this schedule in light of further operational experience. South East Water may inspect premises to confirm that the actual business is Minor Trade Waste.

All businesses or institutions that discharge trade waste other than those assessed as being Minor Trade Waste will be required to enter into a Trade Waste Consent with South East Water.

Definitions

Customers who, by definition in Water Law, discharge Trade Waste, but that discharge only small quantities of Trade Waste to South East Water’s sewer and which is of a similar nature to domestic sewage will defined as Minor Trade Waste.

Listing schedule

| Food businesses classified under the *Food Act 1984* as Class 4. |
| Home caterer using their domestic kitchen (excluding those with a separate purpose built kitchen) |
| Accommodation homes, backpacker hostels, bed and breakfast with less than 10 residents with a central kitchen and laundry (a carer, cook, chef or the like does not prepare the meals or a carer or the like does not manage the laundry) |
| Hotels and motels with less than six rooms with a central laundry and no cooking facilities |
| Chemist/pharmacy |
| Veterinary clinic (excluding those with automated x-ray machines and kennel washdown areas) |
| Dental or doctors surgery (excluding those with automated x-ray machines) |
| Panel beater/motor mechanic (excluding those with vehicle wash down facilities or engine components washing facilities) |
| Hairdresser/barber |
Appendix A

Default consent to discharge minor trade waste

Contact details
Manager - Trade Waste
South East Water
101 Wells Street
FRANKSTON  VIC  3199
Phone: 9552 3662
Email: tradewaste@sew.com.au

South East Water agrees to accept trade waste discharge from the customer subject to the following conditions:

1. Type of discharge
   1.1 The waste is of similar nature to domestic waste.
   1.2 The Customer shall notify South East Water immediately where it is proposed that the quality or quantity of the waste discharged to the sewer is to change.

2. Inspection and monitoring
   2.1 The Customer shall allow South East Water access to the property at times when South East Water reasonably believes the customer is operating for the purposes of monitoring the quality and quantity of waste discharge to sewer.
   2.2 South East Water may sample the waste from any place on the property, and test for any physical or chemical parameters.

3. General
   3.1 The Consent constitutes the entire Consent between the parties. Any previous Agreements, understandings and negotiations on the subject matter of this Consent shall have no effect.
   3.2 Any failure, delay or indulgence on the part of South East Water in exercising any power or right under this Consent does not waive that power or right nor does any single exercise of power or right preclude any other or future exercise of that power of or right. A power or right may only be waived by South East Water in writing.
   3.3 Nothing in this Consent detracts in any way from any power conferred on South East Water by law.